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NEWSLETTER

Letter from the Headteacher
It is very rare for me to begin my weekly newsletter
with an apology, but to those parents who have had
important messages from the school disappearing
into their “junk”: I am sorry. The technical problem
with our management system has now been
diagnosed, thank you Ms. Benitez, and rectified.
Hopefully this will solve the problem but if anyone
is still experiencing issues please do not hesitate
to contact the office. Communication is vital to
our community and now that it is possible to hold
meetings, please take advantage of having face to
face discussions with me, either at drop-off or pickup, or by arrangement through the office. A reminder
that emails should not be sent direct to teachers,
but through the office. This system will guarantee
a faster response. I am pleased to announce that
our informal coffee mornings to meet other parents
are re-starting. Miss Rigas is organising the first on
Wednesday and details are in the diary section.
I wish you all a happy weekend.

BJAB
Merchandise

Eco Bag €10

Eco Notebook €5

Mug €5
To order please
email Miss Rigas
j.rigas@bjab.org

Smiles on the first day!

Golfing

It is lovely to see parents keeping the tradition of backto-school photographs. Matilda, below, is holding a
cone or “Schultüte” traditionally given in Germany
on the pupil’s first day of Year 1.

As part of BJAB’s sports curriculum, pupils now visit the
golf club once a week being taught by professionals. Mrs.
White has promised to show resilience in the coming
weeks as she also trains with years 7 & 8.

Visit from a Rabbi

On Wednesday, Rabbi Avi (European Jewish Centre)
explained the key elements of the Jewish Festival of the
New Year to pupils in years 7 & 8. Among the highlights
were his playing of the Shofar “wake-up call”, an
invitation to meditate on our actions over the past year,
and our sharing of freshly prepared honey cake, a symbol
of eternity. The children learned the importance of
searching for our inner voice to become the great person
we want to be.

Assembly
During whole school assemblies we talk about, and
practise, our school Values. This month we are discussing
Resilience. How wonderful that we can join together again
– safely distanced of course!

Pre-K & Kindergarten
We have had such an exciting week in Kindergarten. We
have been lucky enough to look after four little chicks and
a Mother Hen. The children have been observing them
over the week with great fascination. They have even
helped to give them food and water. The children gave
them names: Nanny Plum Plum, Chick Chick, Fluffy, Holly
and T-Rex. On Wednesday we had our first colour day, the
colour was red and many of us came to school dressed
in red clothes. We painted with different shades of red,
made a red collage using different materials, we baked
strawberry jam tarts and played with red flowers in water.

Kindergarten and Pre-Kindergarten reminder:
We are making a family album book with the class. We
would like you all to send us some pictures to help us
get to know your child a little bit better. For example: a
photo of your child, their family, the place where they
come from and a photo of something that they love to
do (riding their bike, swimming, play with trains….). You
can send the photos and little bit of description by email
to the office.

at autumn. We spoke about the changes that happen and
we will be looking out for signs of autumn on the way
to school over the next couple of weeks. This week was
our first lesson of P.E. and we explored different ways of
moving around the room. It was also the first time we
changed, it was tricky, but we all loved the challenge of
something new.
Reminders:
- All Reception children to come into school wearing their
PE kits on Wednesdays. Please remember to bring the
uniform in a separate bag to get changed into after the
session.

Year 1
This week, Year 1 has shown enthusiasm and resilience
during their mathematics and English assessments.
They enjoyed writing about their favourite person using
descriptive vocabulary. In art, children have created their
own sketches inspired by the work of Joan Miró.

Year 2

Year 2 children displayed their readiness and focus this
Next Wednesday the colour is blue, encourage your child
week when completing a range of assessments. They have
to wear something blue to school.
impressed us with their fortitude and excellent listening
skills. In addition to daily testing sessions, the children
have been brushing up on their handwriting and mental
Mathematics skills. In PE lessons, the children were
This week we have continued to settle into our new introduced to fitness circuit training which immediately
routines. We have been singing number songs, counting became a popular activity.
to 10 and recognising numerals. We were fortunate to go
to kindergarten and look at their new guests this week,
the hen and her chicks. We spoke about how they would
change and what we knew about chickens. In knowledge Developing independence and resilience has been a
and understanding of the world, we have begun to look key theme in Year 3 this week. Pupils can now use their
individual iPads to make a keynote page, email it and log

Reception

Year 3

Year 7

onto platforms. During their PE lesson the children learnt
how to stop and pass a ball and enjoyed putting their skills
to the test in a mini football tournament. A lively debate This week Year 7 worked incredibly hard on all of their
took place in the Science lesson, justifying if something is assessments making themselves and BJAB proud.
alive or not.
On Monday, many of the class took part in their first
professional golf lesson whilst others visited the
swimming pool with Year 8. They also learnt new songs
for assembly in their music lessons, debated philosophy
over in the Prep Theatre and paid their first official visit to
the new library.

Year 8

Year 8 diligently completed an array of assessments this
week and proved themselves to be a company of true
intellectuals. In addition to these studious hours, year 8
has enjoyed swimming and improving their hockey skills
in P.E. This week, the Prep School had the pleasure of
taking part in an assembly celebrating Rosh Hashanah.
This assembly was confidently led by our year 8 students
As well as completing assessments, Year 4 pupils have alongside Dr. Halliwell. They are looking forward to fully
been reading various myths and legends in preparation immersing themselves in the curriculum next week.
for the new English unit. We practiced our dribbling
skills in basketball and used Gooseberry Planet to remind
ourselves about how to keep safe online.
Year 8 is studying the work the artist Antoni Gaudi. The
pupils are preparing a canvas for their mosaic designs. In
fact, each year group will be painting a canvas which will
During music, Year 5 pupils were creating complex chants be displayed for all to admire.

Year 4

Art

Year 5

to warm up their vocal chords. They had fun incorporating
food stuffs into their chants to demonstrate the metre and
pace.

Year 6
Year 6 has been discussing the value of the month,
Resilience, in PSHEE and across lessons this week.
Working together they created a class poem and a freeze
frame of how to be resilient. They have also had their first
taste of our topic for this term by looking at the timeline
of the Victorian era.

